Trapped atoms and ions, which are among the best-controlled quantum systems, find widespread applications in quantum science. For molecules, a similar degree of control is currently lacking owing to their complex energy-level structure. Quantum-logic protocols in which atomic ions serve as probes for molecular ions are a promising route for achieving this level of control, especially for homonuclear species that decouple from blackbody radiation. Here, a quantum-nondemolition protocol on single trapped N 2 + molecules is demonstrated. The spin-rovibronic state of the molecule is detected with >99% fidelity, and a spectroscopic transition is measured without destroying the quantum state. This method lays the foundations for new approaches to molecular spectroscopy, state-to-state chemistry, and the implementation of molecular qubits.
T he impressive advances achieved in the control of ultracold trapped atoms and ions on the quantum level are now increasingly being transferred to molecular systems. Cold, trapped molecules have been created by, for example, binding ultracold atoms via Feshbach resonances (1) and photoassociation (2, 3) , molecular-beam slowing (4) , direct laser cooling (5, 6) , and sympathetic cooling (7, 8) . The trapping of cold molecules enables experiments with long interaction times and thus paves the way for new applications, such as studies of ultracold chemistry (9) and precision spectroscopic measurements, which aim at a precise determination of fundamental physical constants (10) and their possible time variation (11, 12) , as well as tests of fundamental theories that reach beyond the standard model (13, 14) .
The complex energy-level structure and the absence of optical cycling transitions in most molecular systems constitute a major challenge for their state preparation, laser cooling, state detection, and coherent manipulation. Molecular ions which are confined in radiofrequency traps and sympathetically cooled by simultaneously trapped atomic ions (7, 8) have proven a promising route for overcoming these obstacles. Recently, their rotational cooling and state preparation have been achieved (15) (16) (17) (18) , precision measurements of quantum electrodynamics and fundamental constants have been performed (10, 19) , the first studies of dipole-forbidden spectroscopic transitions in the mid-infrared (mid-IR) spectral domain have been reported (20) , and state-and energycontrolled collisions with cold atoms have been realized (21, 22) . However, to reach, for a single molecule, the same exquisite level of control on the quantum level that can be achieved with trapped atoms (23) , new methodological developments are required. The most promising route for achieving ultimate quantum control of molecular ions in trap experiments is offered by quantum-logic protocols (24) , in which a co-trapped atomic ion acts as a probe for the quantum state of a single molecular ion (25) (26) (27) .
Here, a quantum-logic-based quantumnondemolition (QND) (28) (29) (30) detection of the spin-rotational-vibrational state of a single molecular nitrogen ion co-trapped with a single atomic calcium ion is demonstrated. N þ 2 is a homonuclear diatomic molecule with no permanent dipole moment, rendering all rotational-vibrational (rovibrational) transitions dipole-forbidden in its electronic ground state (20) . Therefore, N þ 2 is an ideal test bed for precision spectroscopic studies (31) , for tests of fundamental physics (32) , for the realization of mid-IR frequency standards and clocks (33) , and for implementation of molecular qubits for quantum information and computation applications (34, 35) .
The state-detection protocol implemented in this study relies on coherent motional excitation of the Ca þ -N þ 2 two-ion string (36-38) using an optical dipole force (ODF), which depends on the molecular state and arises from off-resonant dispersive molecule-light interactions. The excited motion was read out on the Ca + ion, thus preserving the state of the N þ 2 ion. State-detection fidelities >99% for the ground rovibrational state of N þ 2 were demonstrated, limited only by the chosen bandwidth of the detection cycle. Because the lifetime of the rovibrational levels in N þ 2 is estimated to be on the order of half a year (20) , the prospects for reaching, and potentially exceeding, the high readout fidelities that are currently achieved with atomic ions (23, 39) are excellent. The present scheme has immediate applications for marked improvements of the sensitivity and, therefore, precision of spectroscopic measurements on molecular ions. This was demonstrated here by introducing a type of force spectroscopy (40) used to study a rovibronic component of the electronic spectrum of a single N þ 2 molecule with a signal-to-noise ratio greatly exceeding that of previous destructive detection schemes for trapped particles. Transition properties such as the line center and the Einstein A coefficient were determined and validated against the results of previous studies, which used conventional spectroscopic methods (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) .
Quantum-nondemolition state detection
Our scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 . A detailed description of our experimental apparatus can be found in (36) . Our setup consists of a molecular-beam machine coupled to a radiofrequency ion trap (Fig. 1A) . The experiment started with loading of a small Coulomb crystal of roughly 10 40 Ca + ions into the trap. The atomic ions were Doppler cooled to millikelvin temperatures by scattering photons on the ð4sÞ 2 S 1=2 ↔ð4pÞ 2 P 1=2 ↔ð3dÞ 2 D 3=2 closed optical cycling transitions (Fig. 1C ). A single 14 N 2 + molecular ion was then loaded into the trap using state-selective resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) from a pulsed molecular beam of neutral 14 N 2 molecules (17, 47) . This ionization scheme preferentially created N þ 2 ions in the ground electronic, vibrational and spin-rotational state, jX 2 S þ g ; v ¼ 0; N ¼ 0; J ¼ 1=2i, henceforth referred to as j↓i N2 (Fig.  1D ). Here, v denotes the vibrational, N the rotational, and J the total-angular-momentum quantum numbers of the molecule, excluding nuclear spin. The ionized molecule was sympathetically cooled by the Coulomb crystal of atomic ions (8) within a few seconds. Then, by lowering the trap depth, Ca + ions were successively ejected from the trap while the molecular ion was retained in the trap, until a Ca þ -N þ 2 two-ion crystal was obtained ( Fig. 1A , inset) (36) .
The experimental sequence to detect the spin-rovibrational state of the N þ 2 ion is illustrated in Fig. 1E . First, the in-phase (48) motional mode of the Ca þ -N þ 2 crystal (which corresponds to the center-of-mass mode for two ions of the same mass) was cooled to the ground state of the trap, j0i, by resolvedsideband cooling ("GSC" in Fig. 1E ) on the atomic ion (36) . The out-of-phase and the radial motional modes were maintained at Doppler-cooling temperature. At the end of the cooling cycle, the Ca þ ion was optically pumped into its jS 1=2 ; m ¼ À1=2i state, henceforth referred to as j↓i Ca , where m denotes the magnetic quantum number. The Ca + ion was then shelved in the metastable jD 5=2 ; m ¼ À5=2i state, henceforth referred to as j↑i Ca , using a p-pulse on the narrowj↑i Ca ←j↓i Ca electric-quadruple transition followed by a D-state purification pulse (26) ("D Prep" in Fig. 1E ). This pulse allowed us to exclude ex-periments in which the ion was not successfully shelved to the j↑i Ca state (49) . Preparing the Ca + ion in the j↑i Ca state suppressed the background signal during the state detection and thus enabled an efficient determination of the state of N þ 2 (36, 49) ( Fig. 2 ). For an ideal state preparation, the complete state of the two ions in the trap was given by j↓i N2 j↑i Ca j0i.
The detection sequence was continued by applying a state-dependent ODF to excite coherent motion (36, 50) , the amplitude of which depends on the rovibrational state of the molecular ion ("ODF" in Fig. 1E ). If the molecular ion was in the j↓i N2 state, a coherent motion of amplitude jai would be excited such that the probability to populate a motional Fock state, jni, is given byPðnjaÞ ¼ jhnjaij 2 ¼ e Àjaj 2 jaj 2n n! (51). If the molecular ion was in any other rotational or vibrational state, henceforth referred to as fj↑i N2 g, a motional state fjbig would be excited, where fjbjg≪jaj. Here, the curly brackets are a reminder thatfj↑i N2 g refers to many states, all of which result in vanishingly small amplitudes of the motion, fjbjg≪1. Owing to possible experimental imperfections and decoherence-e.g., from coupling of the inphase mode to the out-of-phase and radial modes, breakdown of the Lamb-Dicke regime because of the finite size of the lattice modulation with respect to the extent of the ion wavefunction at large excitation, imperfect ground-state cooling of the in-phase mode, or possible imperfections in the relative phase stability of the lattice beams-the underlying motional Fock-state distribution, in reality, deviated from the distribution of a perfect coherent state (49) . However, the knowledge of . The lattice laser frequency, f lattice (red arrow), was detuned by D from the R 11 (1/2) transition (blue arrow). The state j↓i N 2 was strongly coupled to the lattice, while all other states fj↑i N 2 g were far detuned and hence did not couple. (E) Experimental sequence of a single quantum-nondemolition measurement to be repeated multiple (N) times to increase the fidelity of the determination of the molecular state. See text for details. the exact motional state was not critical for the present molecular-state-detection protocol, as shown below.
The ODF was implemented via a statedependent ac-Stark shift generated by two counter-propagating laser beams with frequencies f lattice , aligned with the crystal axis, which formed a one-dimensional optical lattice ( Fig. 1B) . By further detuning one of the beams by the frequency of the in-phase motional mode of the two-ion crystal, f IP ≈ 620 kHz, a running optical lattice was generated, causing a modulation of the amplitude of the ac-Stark shift, which resonantly excited motion of the ion crystal depending on the rotational and vibrational state of the N þ 2 ion. Figure 2 shows the calculated ac-Stark shift of a single lattice beam as a function of its frequency for N þ 2 in the j↓i N2 state (blue) and the maximum ac-Stark shift experienced by the N þ 2 ion when not in the j↓i N2 state (red) (49) . The strength of the ac-Stark shift was dependent on the detuning of the lattice laser beam from spectroscopic transitions in the molecule. The peak in the ac-Stark shift of the blue trace corresponds to an on-resonance condition of the A 2 P u ðv′ ¼ 2Þ←X 2 S þ g ðv″ ¼ 0Þ, R 11 (1/2), spin-rovibronic transition (52) originating from the j↓i N2 state (Fig. 1D) , where ′′ (′) denotes the lower (upper) level of the transition. By setting the lattice-laser detuning close to this resonance, the N þ 2 ion experienced a much stronger ac-Stark shift leading to a large motional excitationjai when in the j↓i N2 state, as opposed to the situation where the N þ 2 ion was not in the j↓i N2 state, leading to a much weaker excitation fjbig. This setup ensured the state selectivity of the present scheme with respect to j↓i N2 .
The state-dependent motional excitation (36, 37) mapped the problem of distinguishing between the different internal states j↓i N2 and fj↑i N2 g of the molecule to distinguishing between different excited motional states jai and fjbig of the two-ion crystal. The latter was achieved by Rabi sideband thermometry (50) on the Ca + ion, which shared the motional state with the N þ 2 ion. A blue-sideband (BSB) pulse using a narrow-linewidth laser at 729 nm was used to drive population between j↑i Ca jni→j↓i Ca jn À 1i states. It was followed by state-selective fluorescence on Ca + , which projected the ion either to the j↑i Ca "dark" or the j↓i Ca "bright" state, thereby measuring the success of the BSB pulse ("BSB" in Fig. 1E ). The probability of projecting to the "bright" state after the BSB pulse was approximately given by Pðj↓i Ca Þ ¼ X n PðnÞsin 2 ðW n t 729 =2Þ(51) [a more exact form is given in the supplementary materials (49) ]. Here, t 729 is the BSB pulse time and W n ≈ h ffiffiffi n p W 0 is the BSB Rabi frequency, where h ≈ 0.1 is the Lamb-Dicke parameter and W 0 ≈ ð2pÞ90kHz is the bare Rabi frequency. The motional Fock-state population distributions were given by PðnjaÞ or PðnjfbgÞ, depending on the state of N þ 2 . Because 0 < Pðj↓i Ca jfbgÞ < Pðj↓i Ca jaÞ < 1, the outcome of a single BSB pulse was insufficient to determine the motional state and hence the N þ 2 internal state with high fidelity in a single shot. However, because the internal state of N þ 2 was usually not changed during the measurement, the detection sequence-i.e., cooling of the twoion string to the motional ground state, preparing Ca + in thej↑i Ca state, exciting motion by the ODF, and measuring the result by a BSB pulsecould be repeated until sufficient statistics were obtained to distinguish between different molecular states. The experiment therefore represented a QND measurement (28) (29) (30) . Distinguishing between the molecular states j↓i N2 and j↑i N2 is equivalent to distinguishing between two coins, a and b, with biased probabilities to get heads, h, in a coin toss given by 0 < pðhjbÞ < pðhjaÞ < 1 , by repetitively flipping one of the coins N times. For pðhjaÞ ¼ 0:52 and pðhjbÞ ¼ 0:06, a fidelity of 99.5% can be achieved in the coin (state) determination after N = 22 repetitive coin tosses (QND measurements) (49) .
An experimental demonstration of the presented QND scheme for molecular-state detection is shown in Fig. 3 . Here, the ODF beams were turned on for 500 ms with a single latticebeam intensity of~2 × 10 6 the R 11 (1/2) transition ( Figs. 1D and 2) . The BSB pulse time, t 729 , was scanned in order to observe Rabi oscillations, shown in Fig. 3A . When the N þ 2 ion was in the j↓i N2 state, a strong Rabi oscillation was observed (blue), in contrast to when the N þ 2 ion was in one of the fj↑i N2 g states, where almost no oscillation was observed (red). The residual signal of the fj↑i N2 g states is attributed to imperfect ground-state cooling of the two-ion crystal rather than motional excitation by the lattice beams, as can be seen from a comparison to the background signal (green) obtained when the ODF beams were completely turned off.
For the parameters used in the experiment shown in Fig. 3A , the maximum contrast between the j↓i N2 and the fj↑i N2 g signals was reached at t 729 ≈ 20 ms. For this BSB pulse time, Pðj↓i Ca jaÞ ¼ 0:52 and ( Pðj↓i Ca jfbgÞ ¼ 0:06, such that 22 QND measurements were sufficient to distinguish between the states at a confidence level of 99.5% (49) . A lower number of QND measurements would result in a reduced level of confidence for the state determination. Although a higher number of QND measurements would increase the detection fidelity, it would reduce the duty cycle of state determinations. This would imply a smaller number of state-determination attempts before a state-changing event, such as off-resonant photon scattering or inelastic collision with background gas molecules, occurs. Therefore, 22 was chosen as the number of QND measurements per state-detection attempt to optimize the overall fidelity. Such a QND determination of the N þ 2 state is shown in Fig. 3B . The BSB success probability, Pðj↓i Ca Þ, was determined from the average of the results of 22 BSB pulses with pulse times in the range of 16.7 to 26.7 ms (light-blue shaded area in Fig. 3A) . A threshold of Pðj↓i Ca Þ ¼ 0:25 was set to determine whether the molecule was in the j↓i N2 ("bright" molecule) or fj↑i N2 g ("dark" molecule) state (blue or red dots in Fig. 3B , respectively). The molecular state was repeatably determined to be "bright" 105 times with zero false detections. Afterward, the molecular state was repeatedly determined to be "dark" 163 times with zero false detections. Using Bayesian inference, the experimentally inferred fidelity was 99.1(9)% and 99.4(6)% for the "bright" and "dark" states, respectively. The sudden change in the state of the molecule from "bright" to "dark" during the experiment was due to a quantum jump that was most likely caused by a state-changing collision with a background gas molecule in our vacuum system at a pressure of 1 × 10 −10 mbar. The rate of these state-changing events, together with other types of inelastic processes, such as chemical reactions, is proportional to the partial pressure of background gas molecules in our vacuum system (N 2 , H 2 O, H 2 , and others).
Force spectroscopy
Because the state-detection signal is proportional to the ac-Stark shift experienced by the molecule, it was used to perform measurements of spectroscopic transitions in the molecule. Such a spectroscopic experiment is demon-strated on the R 11 (1/2) spin-rotational component of the A 2 P u ðv′ ¼ 2Þ←X 2 S þ g ðv″ ¼ 0Þ electronic-vibrational transition in N þ 2 (Fig.  4) . Rabi oscillations on the BSB transition in Ca + resulting from the ODF acting on a molecule in the j↓i N2 state were measured for different detunings of the lattice-laser beams from this resonance. As the resonance was approached, the ac-Stark shift increased as~1/D, leading to a larger excitation, jai, of the ion crystal. The magnitude of the ac-Stark shift was extracted from a fit to the Rabi-oscillation signal (Fig. 4 , C and D). The fitting function was experimentally determined by applying a well-defined force on the Ca + ion when the N þ 2 ion was in one of the fj↑i N2 g states and experienced no force (49) . The use of an experimentally determined fitting function circumvented the need for characterizing the exact motional state, which may deviate from ideal coherent motion (49) . For the chosen ODF pulse length of 500 ms, the Rabi signal was sensitive to ac-Stark shifts in the interval from 2.5 to 13 kHz. To extend the dynamic range of our measurement, the latticebeam powers were scaled to keep the Rabi signal within the experimental sensitivity range. Figure 4A depicts such a force spectrum of this transition. The experimentally measured ac-Stark shifts were fitted with an e 1=j f À f 0 j ac-Stark-shift profile to determine the line center, f 0 = 380.7011(2) THz, which agrees well with previous measurements (41) (42) (43) using ensembles of molecules that yielded results in the range f 0 = 380.7007(3) THz (dashed green lines in Fig. 4A ). The precision of our measurement could be enhanced by using smaller detunings, but only at the expense of an increased probability of scattering a photon at the molecule by the lattice beams and thus losing the molecular state. As an example, for the current experimental parameters of~10 GHz detuning and~10 kHz ac-Stark shift, an average of 1000 high-fidelity QND state determination cycles (20,000 BSB pulses) can be expected before the molecular state is lost owing to off-resonant scattering (49) .
Decreasing the detuning to 100 MHz would reduce the number of expected QND state determinations to 10 (200 BSB pulses) owing to the 1/D 2 scaling of the scattering rate (compared with the ac-Stark shift scaling of 1/D). Nevertheless, these measurements should be possible with efficient and reliable replenishment of molecular ions in the trap. For such close detunings, our method is expected to be sensitive to the hyperfine structure of the transition (53), which was not resolved here and has, to our knowledge, not yet been experimentally studied. In this experiment, the absolute accuracy of the wavemeter used to evaluate the lattice-laser frequency was estimated to be better than 50 MHz by repetitive measurements of the P 3=2 ←D 5=2 spectroscopic transition in Ca + during the experiment. The electronic-vibrational (vibronic) part of the Einstein A coefficient, A vibronic , of the A 2 P u ðv′ ¼ 2Þ→X 2 S þ g ðv″ ¼ 0Þ transition was extracted from the ac-Stark-shift measurements as shown in Fig. 4B . For each ac-Stark-shift determination, DE(D) (Fig. 4A) , a corresponding value A vibronic (D) was calculated. The mean value of A vibronic = 3.98(11) × 10 4 s −1 is in good agreement with previous results in the range A vibronic = 3.87(14) × 10 4 s −1 (44) (45) (46) (Fig. 4B , dashed green lines). The two data points with the smallest detuning in Fig. 4B seem to slightly deviate from the other points. This effect might be due to the unresolved hyperfine structure of the transition, which becomes nonnegligible at close detunings. Nevertheless, all points were included in the determination of A vibronic .
Outlook
A QND detection of the internal quantum state of a single molecule with >99% fidelity has been demonstrated. The fidelity of the state detection was not limited by the state lifetime and off-resonant scattering, as is the case in atomic ions (23, 39) , and hence it can be increased even further, at the expense of a slower data acquisition rate. On the basis of this detection scheme, an approach for measuring spectroscopic line positions and transition strengths in molecules using force spectroscopy has been realized.
The approach presented here can be compared to the pioneering experiment of Wolf et al. (25) , in which a motional qubit was implemented to detect the internal states of polar MgH + molecules. Our scheme allows a simpler approach for state detection by coherently exciting motion, which also readily enables the extraction of accurate values for spectroscopic quantities such as transition strengths. Here, a set of tools was developed for the state preparation and quantum manipulation of apolar N þ 2 molecules, which do not couple to the blackbody radiation field. Although immunity to blackbody radiation imposes additional technical challenges, it makes apolar species such asN þ 2 attractive systems, as demonstrated here by the excellent state-detection fidelity.
The present QND scheme should be universally applicable to both polar and apolar molecular ions. It represents a highly sensitive method to repeatedly and nondestructively read out the quantum state of a molecule and thus introduces a molecular counterpart to the state-dependent fluorescence on closedcycling transitions, which forms the basis of sensitive readout schemes in atomic systems (23, 39) . It enables state-selected and coherent experiments with single trapped molecules with duty cycles several orders of magnitude higher than previous destructive state-detection schemes (15, 20) . It thus lays the foundations for vast improvements in the sensitivity and, therefore, precision of spectroscopic experiments on molecular ions, as discussed in (36) . The possibility for efficient, nondestructive state readout also lays the foundation for the application of molecular ions in quantuminformation and coherent-control experiments, as are currently being performed with great success using atomic ions (23) . In this context, the potentially long lifetimes and coherence times of molecular states may offer previously unexplored possibilities for, for example, realizing quantum memories. Additionally, the present scheme also enables studies of cold collisions and chemical reactions between ions and neutrals with state control on the singlemolecule level, offering prospects for the exploration of molecular collisions and chemical reaction mechanisms in unprecedented detail. Finally, our approach could be used not only to detect the quantum state of a single molecule but also to prepare a quantum state through a projective measurement down to the Zeeman level (36) , unlike previous schemes (15, 17) , which could prepare only the rovibronic level of the molecule. The present scheme thus also potentially represents a key element in the methodological toolbox of the burgeoning field of molecular quantum technologies and the realization of molecular qubits encoded in the rovibrational spectrum.
